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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to explore a facet of bi/multilingual creativity in language
mixing. The first aspect of creativity is driven by the consideration of formal principles, which
fall outside monolingual or single language competence, e.g., [1]. The rule-governed mechanism,
which allows the integration of the embedded language verbs into the matrix language, is accounted
for. This objective is achieved by employing two distinct data sets: (1) grammatical competence
(intuitional data) involving the embedded lexical verb mixing in the Light Verb Construction in
a variety of languages, particularly in South Asian languages (e.g., Hindi-English); and (2) an
experimental data set that exhibits the relationships involved in the generative perspective through
consideration of Universal Grammar. The underlying motivation for focusing on India is that
language mixing constitutes a grass-roots phenomenon in India since the pre-Christian era; hence it
is a stable and time-tested phenomenon which allows us to overcome key methodological issues in
the study of language mixing.

Keywords: Light Verbs; optimization; bilingual language mixing; language switches; Universal
Grammar; Functional Head Constraint; multiple language mixing

1. Introduction

The aim of this paper is to explore a facet of bilingual creativity grounded in grammatical
competence in language mixing by competent bilinguals. The first part deals with grammatical
competence in bilingual language mixing involving a Light Verb Construction (henceforth, LVC).
This goal is achieved by employing two distinct data set types—introspective grammatical competency
data and experimental data. Perhaps we should mention that we are using the term “language mixing”
(henceforth LM) as a cover term for code-mixing and code-switching (see [2] for more details about
the distinction we are drawing between code-mixing and code-switching on the one hand and other
related phenomena on the other).

In order to overcome certain methodological problems involving LM, the main body of our
data is drawn from intuitions concerning the speech patterns of bi/multilinguals from the Indian
subcontinent. LM has constituted a grass-roots phenomenon in India since the pre-Christian era;
it is a stable, inevitable and time-tested phenomenon. In the usual case, the study of LM faces
serious methodological problems for the following reasons. First, the lack of stable bilingualism (e.g.,
process of creolization). Second, the fact that, in some speech communities, all language-switched
sentences are considered to be deviant renders the use of acceptability judgments of the ordinary
sort problematic in such communities. Even in areas where LM is accepted, judgments are often
inconsistent. Third, the use of natural production as data is subject to well-known problems that
arise in general in the use of performance data as the basis for claims about underlying constraints
in grammatical knowledge—slips of the tongue and other features of performance that deviate from
the rules and principles that constitute underlying competence. Therefore, it is best in research on
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code-switching/LM (a) to choose a community for study in which code-switching is tacitly accepted;
and (b) to seek constructions found in that community for careful study that are both peculiar to
code-switching on the one hand and for which acceptability judgments are generally consistent on
the other.

As pointed out above, LM (both intra-sentential and inter-sentential mixing), is inevitable in
the Indian subcontinent. In fact, even if we limit consideration to research on cases of mixing in
South Asia involving English as one of the languages, the variety of cases of code-switching that
have been studied systematically is impressive. A very brief and incomplete list includes studies of
code-switching between Hindi and English [3–8], Marathi and English [9,10], Punjabi and English [11],
Tamil and English [12–14], Kannada and English [15], Telugu and English [16] and Bengali and
English [17], among others.

Beyond dual LM, multiple LM (in the sense of mixing more than two languages) is also a norm in
South Asia. For instance, Bhatia [18] shows how South Asian languages such as Sanskrit (a classical
language), Panjabi, and Indian Persian are mixed in advertising to achieve distinct socio-psychological
effects. Hindi-English is often mixed with Punjabi to create humor. In another work, Bhatia [19]
(pp. 188–189) even shows dialect mixing and its syntactic interface with phonetics, which is a norm in
advertising aimed at rural India.

2. Language Mixing (LM): Matrix vs. Embedded Language

This section will first introduce the notion of Matrix Language vs. Embedded Language in
mixed utterances and then go on to identify three types of verb systems found in South Asian
languages—simple verbs, conjunct/Light Verbs and compound verbs. The distinction between Light
Verbs and compound verbs is imperative since a (verb + verb) matrix language sequence can occur
in monolingual grammars of South Asian languages in compound verb constructions. However,
such a combination is not permitted in “Conjunct”/Light Verb constructions (LVCs) in monolingual
grammars. Section 2.1 attempts to exemplify three types of verb constructions before underscoring
the distinction between monolingual and bilingual grammar with reference to Light Verbs. A later
section will detail the creativity of bilinguals while focusing on the LVC in switched verbs and in that it
will describe the mechanism underlying Light Verbs in LM and offer a principled explanation toward
this end.

2.1. Light Verbs: Mixed and Single Language Construction

Before we attempt to account for the structural properties of the LVC in mixed and single language
constructions, it is imperative to introduce the distinction between matrix and embedded languages
since this distinction is crucial to an understanding of LM (code-switching/mixing), which is the
key focus of this paper. Perhaps we should add that such a distinction is motivated by descriptive
considerations rather than by theoretical motivations [20].

In most cases of code-switching, it is possible to identify one of the two languages involved as
playing a more dominant role than the other. As is customary in much of the code-switching research
literature, we will refer to the dominant language in code-switched utterances as the matrix language
(ML) and to the non-dominant language as the embedded language (EL). Thus, in example (2), Hindi is
the matrix language and English is the embedded language.

1. Monolingual Hindi
vo uskii arzii-ko pasand kar-egaa.
he his/her application-OBJ like (N) do-will-MAS-SG
‘He will like his/her application.’
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2. Code-switched Hindi-English
Election commission uskii application- ko reject kar-egaa.

his/her -OBJ do-will-MAS-SG
‘The election commission will reject his/her application.’

Interestingly, even if English words outnumber Hindi words in (2), in the examples of
Hindi-English bilingual mixing Hindi is the matrix language and English is the embedded language in
these two-language switched sentences. The matrix language, Hindi, supplies the Tense/Agreement
ending. These examples illustrate the LVC in Hindi in which the Hindi verb karnaa ‘to do’
represents a non-content or dummy verbal element. Such a construction is called a Light/“Conjunct”
Verb construction.

In addition to Light Verbs, Hindi and other South Asian languages have two other types of verb
constructions, which are termed simple verbs and compound/serial verbs. Sentences (3) and (4)
exemplify the case of simple verbs and compound verbs, respectively.

3. Monolingual Hindi: Simple Verb Construction
a. vo kitaab paRh-egaa

he book read-will-MAS-SG
‘He will read the book.’

b. * vo kitaab paRh kar-egaa.
he book read do-will-MAS-SG
‘He will read the book.’

4. Monolingual Hindi: “Compound” or “Serial” Verb Construction
vo kitaab paRh le-egaa.
he book readta take-will-MAS-SG
‘He will read the book (for his benefit).’

Notice in (3b), the use of a dummy/Light Verb karnaa ‘to do’ with a lexical verb (paRh ‘read’) is
not permitted.

While the Tense-Agreement ending (-egaa) is attached to the dummy verb ‘do’ in (1) and (2), it is
attached to a lexical verb (paRh ‘read’) in the simple verb construction as in (3a). In the compound verb
construction in (4), however, the main verb (paRh ‘read) is attached to the second verb (le ‘take’). In other
words, there is a sequence of two lexical verbs. Such a construction is called a compound/serial verb
construction. In a compound verb construction, two or more than two lexical verbs are employed (paRh
‘read’ and le ‘take’). As is self-evident from the English gloss in (4), the compound verb interpretation is
not a mere conjunction of two lexical verbs. The main content in a compound/serial verb construction
is rendered by the first verb (V1) while the second verb modifies the first verb; in this case it induces
an interpretation in which the subject is understood as the beneficiary of the act. The general schema
of the compound verb construction is presented in (5) below:

5. Monolingual Hindi: Compound Verb or Serial Verb Schema

V1 V2 Shades of Meaning
[Any verb; open set] [restricted set of verbs]
paRh ‘read’ lenaa ‘take’ read for one’s own benefit
paRh ‘read’ denaa ‘give’ read for someone else’s benefit
paRh ‘read’ baiThanaa ‘sit’ read in a sloppy/accidental fashion
paRh ‘read’ Daalnaa ‘put into’ read aggressively
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The treatment of the compound verb construction in LM is outside the scope of this paper.
Instead, we will restrict ourselves to the Light Verb phenomenon. However, what is imperative for the
purpose of this paper is to underscore a distinction and contrast between monolingual Compound
Verbal clustering on one hand and the code-switched (i.e., language-mixed) verb + verb clustering in
bilingual grammar.

2.2. The Light Verb Construction (LVC)

Consider now examples (6)–(9).

6. Monolingual Hindi
merii patnii saaRii cun-egii
my wife Saree choose-FUT.3.SG.FEM

‘My wife will choose a Saree.’

7. Hindi-English code-switching (illformed)
* merii patnii saaRii choose-egii
my wife Saree choose–FUT.3.SG.FEM

‘My wife will choose a Saree.’

8. Monolingual Hindi (illformed)
* merii patnii [vp saaRii cun(-na)] kar-egii
my wife Saree choose (INF) do-FUT.3.SG.FEM

‘My wife will choose a Saree.’

9. Hindi-English code-switching
merii patnii [vp saaRii choose] kar-egii
my wife Saree choose do-FUT.3.SG.FEM

‘My wife will choose a Saree.’

As expected, example (6)—monolingual Hindi—shows no ill-formedness when the Hindi
Tense/Agreement element—-egii- is suffixed to the Hindi verb stem cun-. Example (7) shows
that the Hindi Tense/Agreement element cannot be suffixed directly to the switched English verb
choose. Example (9)—we return to (8) in a moment—shows that the presence of the stem of the
semantically Light Verb kar-naa ‘to do’ (underlined) allows the occurrence of the switched verb choose,
the Tense/Agreement element -egii being attached to the light-verb stem kar-. As the ill-formedness of
example (8) shows, the occurrence of the Light Verb kar-naa is restricted to structures in which the verb
has been switched. Note that kar- ‘do’, like ho- ‘be’, aa- ‘come’, and a number of other verbs, lacks the
full semantic content of a verb like Hindi cun- or English choose. Jespersen [21], Cattell [22], and others
refer to verbs like kar- as “semantically light” or simply “light” verbs. Henceforth, we therefore refer to
the construction exemplified by (9)—in which the verb is switched and the Light Verb -kar—occurs as
“the Light Verb Construction.”

As is well-known, Hindi is not alone among South Asian languages in showing the LVC.
As examples (10) and (11) show, this construction is found in cases of code-switching with other
South Asian languages as the matrix language.

10. Panjabi-English [11] (p. 129)
ma apnii language learn kar-ni
I own language learn do-1.SG.DES

‘I want to learn my own language.’
11. Tamil-English [12] (p. 21)

naan inda pustagatte finish paNNiTTeen
I this book finish doVBP-PERF-PST-1SG
‘I finished this book.’
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In fact, South Asian languages are not the only ones that exhibit this structure.
Consider examples (12)–(15).

12. Turkish-Dutch [23]
foturaf kijken yapi-yor-lar
photograph look-at do-PRS-PL
‘They are shooting photographs.’

13. Navajo-English [24]
Nancy bich’i show anileeh
Nancy to.3 show make.2
‘You show it to Nancy.’

14. Warlpiri-English [25]
a. grow jarri mi

grow become NNPST

‘To grow.’
b. hold mani

hold make
‘To hold.’

15. Spanish-English [26] (see also Pfaff [27])
Pues ellos hacen get along
Well they do.3SG get along
‘Well they get along.’

In addition to these language pairs, the following are also reported in the literature as exhibiting
this structure (matrix language first): Philippine Creole Spanish-English [28], Philippine Creole
Spanish-Tagalog [28], Shona-English [29]. For further examples, see [30], this volume.

2.3. ‘Conjunct’ Verbs and the Light Verb Construction (LVC)

Before proceeding to an analysis of the LVC, we will consider a related construction in Hindi—the
structure traditionally termed the ‘Conjunct Verb Construction’ as exemplified in (16)–(19) below with
both monolingual Hindi and code-switched Hindi-English exemplars.

16. Monolingual Hindi
merii patnii [NP saaRii kii pasand] kar -egii
my wife Saree of liking do -FUT.3.SG.FEM

‘My wife will take a liking to a Saree.’

17. Code-switched Hindi-English
merii patnii [NP saaRii kii choice] kar -egii
my wife Saree of choice do FUT.3.SG.FEM

‘My wife will choose a Saree.’

18. Monolingual Hindi
ye davaaii [AP mujh ko acchaa] kar -egii
this medicine me to better do FUT.3.SG.FEM

‘This medicine will make me better.’

19. Code-switched Hindi-English
ye davaaii [AP mujh ko better] kar -egii
this medicine me to better do FUT.3.SG.FEM

‘This medicine will make me better.’
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The examples in (16)–(19) exhibit the main properties of what is traditionally referred to as the
“Conjunct Verb” Construction. In each case an NP or AP functions as the complement of the verb
kar-naa. Traditionally, the head of the complement is termed the ‘Pre-verb’ of the construction and the
form of kar-naa is termed the ‘Operator Verb.’ Hence, we may represent the structures of the sentences
in (16)–(17) and (18)–(19) as shown under (20).

20. The Conjunct Verb Construction

Pre-verb Operator Verb
. . . [NP . . . N] kar + Tense/Agreement
. . . [AP . . . A] kar + Tense/Agreement

Note that ‘N’ may be a deverbal noun, as in examples (1) and (16), suggesting that these
monolingual constructions might be equivalent to the bilingual cases in which the complement
of kar ‘do’ is a verb, but this is not the case as the contrast in acceptability in (8) and (16) shows.

Additional Operator Verbs in this construction include other semantically Light Verbs like ho-naa
‘to be’, ban-naa ‘to be made’, aa-naa ‘to come’, paR-naa ‘to fall’, and de-naa ‘to give’.

It might be thought that the kar -construction in (9) above is a straightforward instance of the LVC.
However, the grammaticality values of (8) and (9) indicate otherwise. Examples (6–9) are repeated
below as (21)–(24), respectively, with relevant structure added for convenience.

21. Monolingual Hindi
merii patnii [VP saaRii cun ] -egii
my wife Saree choose -FUT.3.SG.FEM

‘My wife will choose a Saree.’

22. Hindi-English code-switching
* merii patnii [VP saaRii choose ] -egii
my wife Saree choose -FUT.3.SG.FEM

‘My wife will choose a Saree.’

23. Monolingual Hindi
*merii patnii [VP saaRii cun (-naa)] kar -egii
my wife Saree Choose (-INF) do -FUT.3.SG.FEM

‘My wife will choose a Saree.’

24. Hindi-English code-switching
merii patnii [VP saaRii choose ] kar -egii
my wife Saree choose do -FUT.3.SG.FEM

‘My wife will choose a Saree.’

As the unacceptability of example (23) indicates, if the “complement” of kar- in these structures
is a VP and the head of the “complement” is a Hindi verb, then (unlike the parallel structures in (16)
and (18) containing NPs and APs with a Hindi noun or adjective as head) the string is ill-formed.
This suggests that the status of kar- in (18)–(19) is quite different from that of kar- in (23). In fact, the
complementarity of the distribution of kar- in these structures (it is present only when a switched
verb appears) suggests that it is inserted in the course of the derivation of, e.g., (24) to save the
derivation from being blocked. This explains the mechanism that makes embedded language verb
‘choose’ + matrix language dummy verb a very productive process, while the pairing of matrix verb
and matrix dummy verb as in (23) is ruled out by the monolingual grammar.

2.4. Code-Switching and the Light Verb Construction (LVC)

Let us now turn to a theoretical analysis of the LVC referred to above from the perspective of
Chomsky’s Minimalist Program [31].
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In explaining the acceptability values of (21)–(24), we may take (25) as exhibiting the “normal”
operation of Verb affixation and formulate the problem of providing a principled account of these data
in terms of questions (26a–c).

25. Structure for sentences (21)–(24)
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26. Questions

a. Why is the derivation of (22) blocked?
b. Why is the derivation of (24) well-formed?
c. Why is the derivation of (23) blocked?

Adopting standard assumptions in the Minimalist Program concerning “articulated INFL” and its
accompanying structure [32] as shown in (25), we take the Numeration of all four sentences in (21)–(24)
to include a representation in which the VPs saaRii cun- and saaRii choose are the complements of the
functional element Tense/Agreement realized by the suffix -egii as indicated in (25).

What answers does grammatical theory provide for Question (26a) concerning the unacceptability
of example (22)? One logical possibility is that the unacceptability of (22) falls under the Free Morpheme
Constraint [33]. However, the Hindi-English forms in (27) below, which are quite typical, indicate that
this constraint does not operate generally in Hindi.

27. Hindi-English

a. selfish-pan ‘selfishness’
widow-pan ‘widowhood’

b. doctor-nii ‘female doctor’
judge-nii ‘female judge’

c. pen-daan ‘pen holder’
perfume-daan ‘perfume bottle’

A condition that has been proposed and independently justified within the framework of the
Minimalist Program [31] that would exclude example (22) is the Functional Head Constraint (FHC) of
Belazi, Rubin, and Toribio [34], which is stated as follows: ‘The language of the complement f-selected
by a functional head, like all other relevant features, must match the corresponding feature of the
functional head’ [33] (p. 228). The f-selection relation, as characterized by Abney [35] (p. 56), is the
syntactic relation between a functional head and its complement. Functional heads include (but are not
limited to) complementizers, inflectional elements like tense, aspect, and agreement markers, modal
auxiliaries, negative elements, quantifiers, etc. Given the structure in (25) where the functional element
-egii f-selects the complement VP containing cun- or choose as its head, and assuming that forms are
marked with the grammar from which they originated -egii and cun are marked [+Hindi] and choose is
[-Hindi], the FHC excludes the switched form choose in (22) while allowing the unswitched cun- in (21).
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The additional examples in (28)–(30) demonstrate the consistency of the operation of the FHC
in the verbal complex of Hindi. The functional heads relevant to the operation of the FHC are the
Tense/Agreement element -egii (repeated here for convenience) in the (a) examples, the Modal Aux
sak- ‘can’ in the (b) examples, and the Progressive element -rah- in the (c) examples. In each case the
functional head is underlined.

28. Monolingual Hindi
a. merii patnii [VP saaRii cun ] -egii

my wife Saree choose -FUT.3.SG.FEM

‘My wife will choose a Saree.’

b. merii patnii [VP saaRii cun ] sak -tii hai
my wife Saree choose can -3.SG.FEM is
‘My wife can choose a Saree.’

c. merii patnii [VP saaRii cun ] -rah- -ii hai
my wife Saree choose PROG -3.SG.FEM is
‘My wife is choosing a Saree.’

29. Code-switched Hindi-English (without kar)
a. * merii patnii [VP saaRii choose] -egii

my wife Saree choose FUT.3.SG.FEM

‘My wife will choose a Saree.’

b. * merii patnii [VP saaRii choose] sak -tii hai
my wife Saree choose can -3.SG.FEM is
‘My wife can choose a Saree.’

c. * merii patnii [VP saaRii choose ] -rah- -ii hai
my wife Saree choose PROG -3.SG.FEM is
‘My wife is choosing a Saree.’

30. Code-switched Hindi-English (without kar)
a. merii patnii [VP saaRii choose] kar -egii

my wife Saree choose do -FUT.3.SG.FEM

‘My wife will choose a Saree.’

b. merii patnii [VP saaRii choose] kar sak -tii hai
my wife Saree choose do can -3.SG.FEM is
‘My wife can choose a Saree.’

c. merii patnii [VP saaRii choose] kar -rah- -ii hai
my wife Saree choose do PROG -3.SG.FEM is
‘My wife is choosing a Saree.’

We turn now to question (26b)—why is example (24) well-formed? We propose that the grammar
of Hindi includes an operation that inserts the Light Verb kar- as the carrier of the Tense/Agreement
element -egii, thereby neutralizing the functional character of -egii. This operation, then, acts as a
Last Resort to save a derivation that would otherwise be blocked by the FHC. Thus, this operation
is analogous to Chomsky's independently motivated analysis of the do-support phenomenon in
English [31] and in accordance with a general condition on Last Resort as characterized in Chomsky [31],
however these conditions are ultimately formulated. That is, a step in a derivation (e.g., do-insertion) is
legitimate only if it is necessary for well-formedness (that is, had the step not been taken, the derivation
would not have been well-formed).
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Question (26c)—that concerning the ill-formedness of (23)—has a natural answer within
Chomsky’s Economy Framework [31]; see [16]. Because the derivation of (23) is well-formed without
the application of kar -insertion, that operation cannot apply in its derivation in accordance with
Chomsky’s economy conditions on derivations as described above.

Summarizing, the phenomena exemplified in (21)–(24) receive a natural account within Universal
Grammar under Minimalist assumptions. Of course, the Functional Head Constraint as formulated
here is not the only formal mechanism to account for this innovation in bilinguals, other approaches
are also possible. One such approach is proposed by Myers-Scotton’s matrix language frame (MLF)
model [29] (p. 82); however, an analysis based on such an approach is subject to serious limitations;
for more details see [1]. One cannot exclude the possibility that the Minimalist Program framework
proposed by MacSwan [20,36] can rule out any constraint to the mixed system. However, any approach
or a framework of analysis has to account for the following two-step mechanism of permitting the
integration of the Embedded Language verb into the bilingual grammar of Hindi-English bilinguals.

31. Two-Step Mechanism

Step 1: The Embedded Language verb appears in its stem form
Step 2: The dummy verb from the Matrix language (–do insertion) is subject to

Tense/Agreement marking.

Even verbs such as ‘to look down upon’ undergo the same process.

32. Hindi-English
kissii par bhii look down upon na kiijiye
someone on even not do-POL. IMP.
‘Please do not look down upon any one.’

3. Second Language Acquisition and Switched Light Verbs: Experimental Data Set

As shown from the discussion above, the use of embedded verbs in the LVC in Hindi-English
code-switching set in motion (verb + verb) (unlike the serial verb as in sentence 4) and thus, adds a
new dimension of creativity not permitted by the monolingual grammar. Such creativity cannot be
treated simply as a language contact or sprachbund phenomenon. Of course, language contact is a
prerequisite but not a sufficient condition for the following two reasons: (1) As shown in examples
(12)–(14) the Light Verb switching mechanism is witnessed in genetically unrelated languages; (2) As
shown by the results of our experimental data-reported below, even minimal language contact leads to
this phenomenon and is thus driven by the consideration of UG and innateness.

In view of the fact that the LVC is found in such a wide variety of dissimilar language pairs, the
question arises as to whether the principles that determine the structure are innate—that is, whether
we can find evidence for a “poverty of the stimulus” argument for its innateness.

In order to explore this possibility, we conducted two studies (as reported in [1]) of adult second
language learners who had had no experience with LM to see if their grammaticality judgments
matched those given in (28)–(30) above.

In the first study, 42 undergraduate students at a medium-sized university in the Northeast US,
who had studied Hindi in the classroom for a maximum of one year were given pairs of sentences
and asked to judge which member of the pair was more grammatical or “correct” than the other. Each
pair consisted of either (1) two monolingual sentences; or (2) two sentences with code-switched verbs.
In each case, one of the sentences contained the Hindi Light Verb kar and the other sentence did not
contain this verb. There were 12 items.

The results were as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Overall Group Results.

Preference for Sentence without -kar Preference for Sentence with -kar

Monolingual sentences 438 (87%) 66 (13%)

Sentences containing a
code-switched Verb 43 (9%) 461 (91%)

Results in the first cell (87%; e.g., for sentences such as 8 and 23) and cell 4 (91%; e.g., for sentences
such as 9 and 24) indicate that second language learners’ grammaticality judgments are remarkably
similar to the monolingual grammar as well as code-switched bilingual grammars.

Since the subjects had not been exposed to code-switching at all (much less the specific structures
involved—the LVC in the cases reviewed above), the results indicate a classic case of the poverty of
the stimulus. The subjects exhibit a knowledge of principles (the Functional Head Constraint and
Economy of Derivation) that they could not have attained from their experience with the languages
involved and, hence, the knowledge in question must be part of the a priori, innate cognitive structure
that they bring to the task of language learning.

In the second study in order to test the questionnaire, we gave it to five native speakers of English
who were advanced learners of Hindi at a second university in Upstate New York. Their judgments
accorded with those of the subjects in the first study.

For further details of the design, execution and discussion of these studies, see [1] (pp. 53–56).

4. Conclusion

LM is a salient property of the bi/multilingual mind, which triggers bilingual linguistic creativity
in terms of creating both new structures and new meanings [37]. We have attempted to show a
three-way verbal typology—simple verbs, the LVC (“conjunct”) and serial verbs (also known as,
“Compound Verbs”)—in South Asian languages, particularly Hindi. We argue that the (verb + verb)
structure witnessed in the code-switched grammar of balanced Hindi-English bilinguals (that is, the
LVC) is qualitatively different from the monolingual co-occurrence of (verb + verb) involving Light
Verbs. The bilingual grammar triggers a new phenomenon, which requires the use of dummy verbs
such as karnaa ‘to do’ with switched embedded-language verbs drawn from English. The monolingual
grammar on the other hand blocks the (verb + verb) pattern if both the lexical verb and the dummy
verb are drawn from the matrix language. The mechanism of code-switched Light Verbs in bilingual
and trilingual mixing is accounted for and a theoretical explanation is offered in terms of the Functional
Head Constraint and Economy of Derivation. Our findings are further attested by experimental data
obtained from English learners of Hindi as a second language showing code-switched lexical verbs
induce a generative process which optimizes the grammatical resources of bilinguals through the LVC
and is grounded in the innate principles of Universal Grammar. However, in light of the discussion
in the section below, we should hasten to qualify that the role of typological and/or other specific
characteristics of languages including the role of the matrix language cannot be ruled out.

5. Challenges and Future Research

When we examine LM from the perspective of trilingual LM, particularly in South Asian
languages, and its interface with the matrix and embedded language, a number of interesting
observations emerge, which pose future challenges for the grammar of LM.

Interestingly, according to Lakshmanan (personal communication) [38] when the matrix language
is Hindi, trilingual mixing among Hindi-Tamil-English exhibits a strong tendency toward using the
English verbalizing suffix-ify or -ofy with Tamil verbs (instead of the embedded language verb stem)
and inserting the light verb -karnaa ‘to do’ as in (33) and (34a). Without the insertion of -ify and karnaa,
ungrammatical output is generated (34b). However, suffixing -ify with an embedded English verb such
as choose is blocked in Hindi-English bilingual grammar as is evident by the ungrammaticality of (35).
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33. Hindi-Anglicized Tamil (Adapted from [39]) (Matrix language-Hindi)
tum tanni kudicci-ify kar-o
you water drink-Eng vsuffix do-2IMP
‘You drink water (IMP).’

34. Hindi-Anglicized Tamil [38]; (Matrix language-Hindi)
a. Main tanni kudicci-ify karuungii

I water drink-VBP-Eng suffix do-FUT.1FEM.SG
‘I will drink water’.

b. * main tanni kudic karuungii
I water drink suffix do-FUT.1FEM.SG
‘I will drink water’.

35. Hindi-English (Matrix language-Hindi)
* merii patnii saaRii choose-ify karegii
My wife saree choose-vsuffix do-fut.3FEM. SG
‘My wife will choose a Saree’.

As pointed out above, sentences (33 and 34a) without the insertion of the light verb -kar would
result in an ungrammatical output (34b), which lends further support to the two-step mechanism
presented in (31). The only difference is that in trilingual grammar the verbal stem undergoes an
additional step of -ify, -ofy or -ing verbal suffixation particularly in South Asia; and thus shows variation.
Perhaps we should mention that Tamil and Hindi belong to genetically distinct groups; Tamil belongs
to the Dravidian language family whereas Hindi is an Indo-European language. Perhaps the use of
verbal suffixation is the result of a language-specific contact situation. However, the verbal stem-ify etc.
are not compatible with the English verb choose, since the verb and the verbalization suffix cannot be
drawn from the same language. In contrast, Hindi-English bilingual grammar does not employ the -ify
suffixation strategy. This explains the ungrammaticality of (35) and the variability of mixing with light
verbs in monolingual, bilingual and trilingual grammars (33 and 34a). In spite of the variation, Step 2
(light verb insertion and Tense-Aspectual marking from the same language) is valid.

Now let us turn to the question of the light verb insertion in bilingual Hindi-English grammar if
English is the matrix language instead of Hindi.

36. English-Hindi (English as a matrix language)

a. my wife will be cun-ing/cun-ify some Sarees.
choose

‘My wife will be choosing/will choose some Sarees.’

b. * my wife will cun some Sarees.
choose

‘My wife will choose some Sarees.’

37. Monolingual English

a. * My wife will do choose some Sarees. (Light verb insertion-do is blocked)
b. My wife will do some choosing of Sarees.

Since, as the matrix language, English primarily lacks the LVC, a Hindi verb is subjected to the
rules of the matrix language English. Light Verb insertion is not required overtly, as is evident from the
ungrammaticality of (37a). In contrast, the grammaticality of (37b) lends some support for the presence
of a ‘ghost’ Light Verb ‘to do’. In addition to the verbal marking -ing on Hindi verbs, other English
verbalizing markers for nouns (-ify or -ofy) are also used as illustrated by (36a). Their absence yields an
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ungrammatical sentence as in (36b). Whether or not these three suffixes (-ing; ify-, and -ofy) incorporate
a ‘ghost’ light verb, is the subject of future research. For a treatment of verbal suffixation see [7].

Furthermore, the variability in the use of LVCs across sociolinguistic contexts (see [26,39–41])
is another noteworthy area of future research. Therefore, no claims are being made in this paper
that the LVC (in spite of its sensitivity to Universal Grammar) will be attested in all languages in an
invariable way.

Acknowledgments: We are grateful to Professors Usha Lakshmanan and Osmer Balam, and to other anonymous
reviewers for their comments and suggestions on an earlier version of this paper.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.

Symbols and Transcription

In Hindi examples, capital letters refer to retroflex consonants. A long vowel is represented
vowel repletion.

1 1st person
2 2nd person
3 3rd person
COMP Complementizer
FEM Feminine
FHC Functional Head Constraint
IMP Imperative
INF Infinitive
MAS Masculine
PERF Perfective
POL Polite
PL Plural
PROG Progressive
PST Past
SG Singular
VBP Verbalizing Participle
VEng Verbalizing English (suffix)
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